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Military Leadership Profile

(U) Libya: Major General Khalifa Belqasim HAFTAR

(U) Name. Major General¹ (Maj Gen) Khalifa Belqasim HAFTAR.²

(U) Position. Nominee for Chief of Staff of the Libyan Armed Forces to succeed Maj Gen Suleiman Mahmud Obeidi.³ Maj Gen HAFTAR is the current Field Commander of Libyan Transitional National Council (TNC) military forces.⁴

(U) Significance. Maj Gen HAFTAR was nominated for Chief of Staff during a 17 November gathering of Libyan military officers in the eastern city of al-Baida, according to press reporting. The officers believed the TNC Ministry of Defense (MOD) leadership was hostile toward them and ultimately responsible for continued delays in the official reconstitution of the Libyan Army. Upon Maj Gen HAFTAR's nomination as Chief of Staff, the officers announced the reactivation of the army.⁵ We cannot confirm that either Maj Gen HAFTAR or the TNC has accepted the nomination.

(U) Maj Gen HAFTAR is a former Libyan Army officer who has been involved with anti-Qadhafi opposition groups since the late-1980s, according to press reports.⁶ In August 2011, regional news reporting described Maj Gen HAFTAR as both pro-U.S. and respected enough in Libya to be able to reunite the army and "end the chaos."⁷

(U) This is in contrast to a U.S.-centric April 2011 Washington Post article, in which an opposition spokesman said that Maj Gen HAFTAR swaggered into Libya "like Clint Eastwood" with aspirations of leadership.⁸ Press reporting also indicated suspicions among opposition members over Maj Gen HAFTAR's ties to the United States.⁹

(U) Politics. According to an April 2011 Reuters report, Maj Gen HAFTAR supported Muammar Qadhafi's 1969 coup d'état and was a member of Qadhafi's Revolutionary Command Council until 1987 when he broke from the regime. The same report, citing a paper by the Jamestown Foundation, described Maj Gen HAFTAR as an "old school secular Nasserist," referring to the pan-Arab ideology espoused by

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
former Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser. It further referred to him as the “commander-in-exile” of the Libyan National Army (LNA), which is the armed wing of the National Front for the Salvation of Libya (NFSL), an exiled opposition group.10

(U) Personal Data. According to Western news organizations, Maj Gen HAFTAR was brought to the United States around 1990 as a political refugee (NFI).11 He received asylum in the United States and lived in the Fairfax, Virginia area until March 2011.12 Maj Gen HAFTAR is a member of the al-Farjani tribe with roots traced to the Bani Hilal, a centuries-old confederation of Arabian Bedouin tribes.13

(U) Career. Maj Gen HAFTAR is a graduate of the Benghazi Military Academy and trained in the former Soviet Union, according to press reports.14 According to press reports and a May 2006 United Nations Refugee Agency report, Maj Gen HAFTAR, then a Colonel, joined the NFSL in March 1987 after being captured during the Chadian-Libyan conflict.15 For the next 2 years, he led the LNA, which operated in Libya and Chad,16,17 and eventually came to the United States.18 From the United States, Maj Gen HAFTAR directed anti-government uprisings in Libya in the 1990s.19

(U) Source Summary Statement

(U) DIA’s information on Maj Gen HAFTAR derives from open sources.
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Libya: The Djava Khalifa Haftar movement, whose founding leader is reportedly a soldier named Khalifa Haftar, who currently in exile in the United States.
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Libyan rebels' limitations hinder progress.
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